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Abed Al Kadiri to Curate Abu Dhabi Art's

Beyond: Emerging Artists 2022 Programme

Works to be showcased at Manarat Al Saadiyat from 16 November 2022 to 22 January 2023
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Abu Dhabi, UAE, 14 September 2022: Abu Dhabi Art has announced Abed Al Kadiri, multidisciplinary 
artist and Co-Founder and Director of Lebanon-based publisher Dongola Limited Editions, as guest 
curator for its annual Beyond: Emerging Artists programme.

Programme will see new commissions created by UAE-based artists Majd Alloush, Sarah Al 
Mehairi and Mohamed Khalid

The Beyond: Emerging Artists programme will run alongside an iteration of Al Kadiri's acclaimed 
pandemic undertaking Cities Under Quarantine: The Mailbox Project, which will be travelling to Al Ain 

As part of the year-round programme, Al Kadiri will mentor three UAE-based emerging artists, Majd 
Alloush (Syria), Sarah Al Mehairi (UAE) and Mohamed Khalid (Sri Lanka), as they create new 
commissioned works to be exhibited at the art fair in November. Each artist will bring their unique 
perspective to explorations of the notions of borders, home, man-made territories, and geographical 
mapping, with a special focus on artists' books.
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Al Mehairi said, "I'm very excited and honoured to be a part of this year's edition of Beyond: Emerging 
Artists. The support we have received so far from the Abu Dhabi Art team and our curator, Abed Al Kadiri, 
has helped us develop our practice even further, truly looking beyond. Being on this journey 
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"I am very excited to be curating this year's Abu Dhabi Art's Beyond: Emerging Artists," said Al Kadiri. "In 
this edition, I hope to spark deep conversation that weaves the works of the three artists together while 
approaching the exhibition with a new perspective by focussing on the practice of artist's book 
making. I am very happy to be working with the passionate young artists I have selected for this 
edition, who are embracing this challenge head on. Each one of these artists has a strong individual voice 
that is rooted in contemporary concerns around negotiating land and borders, and the notion 
of home. I am looking forward to the conversations we are going to generate."

Despite coming from diverse backgrounds and employing differing artistic practices, all three of the 
Beyond selected artists explore themes of identity in their work. Alloush challenges the notion of 
borders by exploring geopolitics and social and environmental issues, such as the ramifications of war and 
displacement, while Khalid examines the materiality of everyday objects and coaxes out their 
metaphorical potential. Al Mehairi's work investigates her presence within the elements of ever
changing environments, breaking them down, weaving through fact and fiction and building a 
language while exploring these interrelationships.

Dyala Nusseibeh, Director of Abu Dhabi Art, said, "Our annual Beyond: Emerging Artists programme 
seeks to propel UAE-based artists forward on an international level, enabling them to create 
ambitious new work with guidance from the guest curator and with funds and opportunity provided by 
the Department of Culture and Tourism - Abu Dhabi. Having Abed Al Kadiri curate this year's 
programme is extremely exciting, and we are all looking forward to seeing what emerges from this 
wonderful collaboration. Alongside this exhibition, we will also have Abed's Cities Under Quarantine, 
which celebrates the importance of the tangible and the tactile in an era of rapid digital innovations 
and metaverse compulsions." 

As an artist, Al Kadiri focusses on the notion of translating violence and investigates repressed 
personal and collective traumatic experiences, while emphasising the destruction of cultural heritage, 
migration and belonging. As the Director of Dongola, he helps create limited edition artists' books by 
collaborating with artists, authors and designers to offer unconventional perspectives on art and 
contemporary topics in the MENASA region today.

Alloush said, "I am honoured to be selected for Abu Dhabi Art's Beyond: Emerging Artists programme this 
year. I am also excited to work with Abed Al Kadiri - we have had very fruitful conversations in our 
brainstorming sessions together and came up with great ideas to develop. In my work, I find myself 
studying borders as a concept, content and medium, by exploring geopolitics and social and 
environmental issues. I find myself rethinking the term 'digital cartography' and the meaning behind 
cartography in general. I hope to produce works that investigate the idea of borders in depth, 
dismantling and questioning the idea of these lines that divides us."

Khalid added, "I appreciate the support Abu Dhabi Art has been providing to the artist community here 
in the UAE, giving us the opportunity and space to not only showcase our work locally but also beyond. 
New perspectives and insights from the international curators brought on board by Abu Dhabi Art 
are extremely helpful. Abed and I have been having interesting conversations about the individual and 
how feelings are translated into work and vice versa. My practice looks into the 
individual, using mundane materials and trying to coax out their metaphorical potential."

and will be on view at Qasr Al Muwaiji starting from 16 November, coinciding with the opening of the 
fair.
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For press enquiries please contact:

Pavlos Amanatidis / Saskia Deliss

Brunswick Arts

ABUDHABIART@brunswickgroup.com

Notes to Editors:

About Beyond: Emerging Artists

***

Biographies:

Dyala Nusseibeh
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Cities Linder Quarantine will be on show at Qasr Al Muwaiji in Al Ain from 16 November 2022 until 22 
January 2023.

An annual initiative that launched in 2017, the programme provides three emerging artists in the UAE with a 
platform from which to develop their practice and realise ambitious art projects. The selected artists are chosen 
by a guest curator each year. They undertake a year-long programme of workshops and studio visits initiated 
by the guest curator, which leads toward the realisation of a project for the Abu Dhabi Art fair in November. 
The works remain on exhibition to the public for several months beyond the fair dates.

For more information on Abu Dhabi Art 2022 and its year-round programmes, visit abudhabiart.ae 
and follow Abu Dhabi Art on social media: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube.

The fair's upcoming edition will be open to the public at Manarat Al Saadiyat from Wednesday 16 
November to Sunday 20 November 2022.

with fellow artists and friends is special and gives us a unique space in which to be challenged and to 
grow together, both as a group and individually. I'm particularly excited to work with the scale and 
new forms in my practice and, through the process, have it translated into an artist's book."

Beyond: Emerging Artists 2022 will be on show at Manarat Al Saadiyat from 16 November 2022 until 
22 January 2023.

In addition to the Beyond: Emerging Artists artworks, visitors to Al Ain will see Al Kadiri's acclaimed 
Cities Under Quarantine project exhibition, featuring more than 50 renowned Arab artists including 
Dia Al-Azzawi, Mona Saudi, Mohammad Omar Khalil and Mohammad Kazem, who drew from their 
unique experiences of isolation during the COVID-19 lockdown to create their works. In the midst of 
a global crisis, these artists were faced with the challenge of breaking away from their studio practice 
of working with canvas or sculpture and embracing another, more intimate, medium: the artist's 
book. Each artist was given a book in the format of their choice-either a Leporello or a hand-stitched 
sketch book - ready to be filled with their work.
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Abed Al Kadiri

Abed Al Kadiri is the curator for Beyond: Emerging Artists, Abu Dhabi Art 2022.

Majd Alloush

Sarah Al Mehairi
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Alloush holds a BFA from the University of Sharjah, Class of 2018, and is currently pursuing his MFA in Art and 

Media at NYU Abu Dhabi.

Sarah Al Mehairi was born in Abu Dhabi in 1998, where she currently lives and works. She received her BA in 
Art and Art History from New York University Abu Dhabi.

Al Mehairi was part of the Salama bint Hamdan Emerging Artists Fellowship's 7th Cohort (2019-2020). She is 
the creator of the Artist Talks series and co-founder of the JARA Collective.

Al Mehairi's overarching body of work unfolds a discourse on themes of materiality, systems and interrelations, 
memory, and language through the intuitive and poetic examination of narrative and abstraction. By engaging 
with geometric forms, she extracts and defines a structural language read time and time again to suggest a form 
other than its own, such as a map, sentence, or puzzle piece. Through the process, they are broken down, built 
and reassembled as continuous iterations of themselves. Working primarily within an investigative range of 
media, she explores the push and pull of material to evoke a story that both conceals and reveals itself.

Born in Beirut, multidisciplinary artist, publisher and curator Abed Al Kadiri double majored in Arabic Literature 
and Fine Arts. His work focuses on the notion of translating violence, investigating repressed personal and 
collective traumatic experiences, while emphasizing the destruction of cultural heritage migration and 

belonging.

Al Kadiri's most recent solo exhibitions include: October 17, 2019. Diaries of the Lebanese Revolution, Cromwell 
Place, London, UK (2021); Today, I Would Like to be a Tree, Galerie Tanit, Beirut (2020). Al Kadiri has also 
participated in several group exhibitions regionally and internationally. His work can be found in private and 
public collections such as The British Museum (London), Institut du Monde Arabe (Paris), The World Bank 
(Washington), Arab Fund (Kuwait). In 2017 he was awarded the Sursock Museum's Jury Award at the 32nd Salon 
d'Automne. Apart from his artistic practice, he has worked as an art critic before becoming the Director of 
Contemporary Art Platform (CAP) Kuwait from 2012-2015. In 2017, he cofounded Dongola Limited Editions, a 
leading publishing house that position artist's books as an artistic contemporary practice from the Arab world.

Majd Alloush is a Syrian artist whose work spans multiple disciplines including printmaking, sculpture, 
photography, moving image, installation, and performance. His creative practice challenges the notion of 
borders in concept, content, and medium, by exploring geopolitics, and social and environmental issues such 
as the ramifications of war and displacement. Alloush strategically creates work wherein multiple 
interpretations are possible, requiring the viewer's own worldview to inform the meaning. His work is situated 
within contemporary hybrid practice, at the intersection of traditional processes and innovative methodology.

Dyala Nusseibeh has been the Director of Abu Dhabi Art since 2016. Having graduated with a BA from 
Cambridge University and an MLitt (with Distinction) from Glasgow University, she spent a year at the Cultural 
Foundation in Abu Dhabi followed by four years at the Saatchi Gallery in London as Head of Education. In this 
capacity she organised annual student shows, the education programme at the gallery and a travelling 
exhibition of works from the Saatchi collection to Ipswich in order to broaden outreach. In 2013, Nusseibeh 
became founding Director of Artinternational Istanbul, managed by leading fair organisers Angus Montgomery, 
a position she held until 2016 when she joined the Department of Culture and Tourism - Abu Dhabi.

Majd Alloush is a commissioned artist for Beyond: Emerging Artists curated by Abed Al Kadiri, Abu Dhabi Art 
2022.
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Mohamed Khalid

***

About Abu Dhabi Art

About the Department of Culture and Tourism - Abu Dhabi
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Sarah Al Mehairi is represented by Carbonl2 and is a commissioned artist for Beyond: Emerging Artists curated 
by Abed Al Kadiri, Abu Dhabi Art 2022.

This material is distributed by Brunswick Group LLC on behalf of the Department of Culture 
and Tourism - Abu Dhabi. Additional information is on file with the FARA Registration Unit of 

the Department of Justice, Washington, DC.

Khalid is an alumnus of the Salama bint Hamdan Emerging Artists Fellowship and Campus Art Dubai 7.0, with

previous group shows at Art Dubai, Warehouse421 and Yorkshire Sculpture Park.

Abu Dhabi Art expands beyond the notion of a traditional art fair, in placing strong emphasis on a diverse public 
engagement programme, including art installations and exhibitions, talks and events that take place in different 
locations throughout the year. The culmination of this year-long programme is the Abu Dhabi Art event in 
November, which provides an important sales platform for participating galleries whilst also offering these 
galleries an opportunity to showcase ambitious installations and site-specific works by their artists to a wide 

audience.

DCT Abu Dhabi's vision is defined by the emirate's people, heritage, and landscape. We work to enhance Abu 
Dhabi's status as a place of authenticity, innovation, and unparalleled experiences, represented by its living 
traditions of hospitality, pioneering initiatives, and creative thought.

The Department of Culture and Tourism - Abu Dhabi (DCT Abu Dhabi) drives the sustainable growth of Abu 
Dhabi's culture and tourism sectors, fuels economic progress and helps achieve Abu Dhabi's wider global 
ambitions. By working in partnership with the organisations that define the emirate's position as a leading 
international destination, DCT Abu Dhabi strives to unite the ecosystem around a shared vision of the emirate's 
potential, coordinate effort and investment, deliver innovative solutions, and use the best tools, policies and 
systems to support the culture and tourism industries.

Khalid examines the materiality of everyday objects and coaxes out their metaphorical potential. Through 
fabricating receipts, playing with street cats, composing fictional tours and stealing corporate pens, he dissects 
ironies embedded in his everyday surroundings. What begins as an arbitrary flanerie, develops into a methodical 
formula that addresses philosophical and phenomenological, revealing the spatial, poetic relationships 

between his subjects and their correlation to human beings.

Mohamed Khalid is a commissioned artist for Beyond: Emerging Artists curated by Abed Al Kadiri, Abu Dhabi 
Art 2022.


